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Introduction
Wikidata is a data repository and access protocol in the public domain and open to the web. Ready for use by both humans and machines. While the scientiﬁc community is increasingly using
this valuable infrastructure to distribute ﬁndings to a larger audience, Wikidata is really a jack of all trades. However, as the ﬁgure of speech continues, a ”jack of all trades” is also a “master
of none.” As a truly open data infrastructure, community issues such as disagreement, bias, human error, vandalism, etc. manifest themselves on Wikidata. From a curator’s perspective, it can
be challenging at times to ﬁlter through the diﬀerent Wikidata views while maintaining one’s own deﬁnitions and standards. Whether stemming from benign diﬀerences in opinions/views or
more malignant forms of vandalism or the introduction of low quality evidence, public databases face extra challenges in providing data quality in the public domain. Here we propose the use
of W3C Shape Expressions (ShEx: https://shexspec.github.io/spec/ ) as a toolkit to model, validate and ﬁlter the interactions between designated public resources and Wikidata. It is a language
for expressing constraints on RDF graphs. Wikidata is available as an RDF graph. ShEx can be used to validate documents, communicate expected graph patterns, and generate user interfaces
and interface code. It will also allow us to eﬃciently: (1) Exchange and understand each other’s models, (2) Express a shared model of our footprint in Wikidata, (3) Agilely develop and test
that model against sample data and evolve, and (4) catch disagreement, inconsistencies or errors eﬃciently at input time or in batch inspections. Shape Expressions has already performed this
function in the development of FHIR/RDF (https://www.hl7.org/fhir/rdf.html). This expressive language was suﬃcient to capture constraints in FHIR and the intuitive syntax helped people to
quickly grasp the range of conformant documents. The publication workﬂow for FHIR tests all of these examples against the ShEx schemas, catching errors and inconsistencies before they reach
the public.

Libraries & example tools

Shape expressions are useful in:
1. Model development – parallel development of a schema and examples/test cases
makes the proposal | testing | reﬁnement process much more concrete. This applies
both to initial development and subsequent model reﬁnement
2. Legacy review – develop punch lists for existing data issues that needs ﬁxing
3. Documentation – terse, human-readable representation helping contributers and
maintainers quickly grok the model
4. Client pre-submission – submitters test their data before submission to make sure
they’re saying what they want to say and that the receiving schema can accommodate
all of their data
5. Server pre-ingestion – submission process checks data as it comes in and either rejects or warns about non-conformant data

Shape Expression
Online demos make it easy to explore validation with Shape Expressions: FancyShex
https://www.w3.org/2013/ShEx/FancyShExDemo , Validata: https://github.
com/HW-SWeL/Validata. SHACLex: http://shaclex.herokuapp.com/ . For
diﬀerent language implementations, see https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/ShEx#
Implementations

Using Backtick’s (‘) in Shape Expressions

This Shape Expression expresses that the selected Wikidata item should contain a statement
using the property for the NCI Thesaurus ID (P1748). This statement should also contain
references where that claim is originally stated (P248), when it was retrieved (P813) and the
Disease Ontology ID (P699) from the original source.
With this Shape Expression selected Wikidata items can be validated on having a identiﬁer
mapping to the NCI Thesaurus ID.

This Shape expression uses the backtick notation. Since Wikidata has opaque properties,
i.e. a P followed by a number, drafting Shape Expressions, can be tedious and error-prone.
The current experimental implementation of the backtick notation allows the use of labels to
select predicates and RDF terms in general.

Get involved
• Primer: http://shex.io/primer/ Specs: http://shex.io/spec/
• Wikidata ShEx examples: https://git.io/vy6aK
• Join: https://www.w3.org/community/shex/
• Email: andra@micelio.be & eric@w3.org
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